Cosmic Truth
“All truth passes through three stages: First it is ridiculed; second, it is violently
opposed; and third, it is accepted as self-evident.”
—Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860)
What is the truth of the Cosmos? In its most basic sense, the Cosmos is an orderly or
harmonious system. It is divine order. I can certainly relate with the definition provided
by Webster’s Online Dictionary which says the Cosmos is the; “extraterrestrial vastness
or the Universe in contrast to the Earth alone where it is concerned with abstract
spiritual or metaphysical ideas.” However, the more accurate description is given by
philosopher Ken Wilber who defines it as “all of manifest existence, including various
realms of consciousness.” In looking at the vastness and the multidimensional aspects of
the Universe, it is almost mind boggling to fathom all of its complexities, possibilities
and unknown realities. One must truly have an open mind when dealing with the Cosmos
and its wondrous diversity. In my first book Ultimate Truth: Book 1 I write:
“If a library consisting of thousands upon thousands of volumes of books were the
Cosmos, our Milky Way galaxy (which is one of billions of galaxies in the
observable Universe), would comfortably fit within the size of a period mark in
one of the many books.”
Believe it or not, our Sun is presumably only one of a 100 billion stars in this galaxy
alone. In fact; notable Physicist and Nobel Prize winner Francis Crick believed there to
be roughly 100 billion galaxies in our Universe postulating there are at least one million
planets in our galaxy which could support life as we know it. Therefore, it is appropriate
for us to know that ours is not the only form of intelligence in this vast Cosmological
existence we call the Universe. There are far more beings than humans which have
populated the Cosmos for eons. According to Hindu scriptures, there are inestimable
Universes created by God to facilitate the implementation of the separated desires of
countless living entities. Aside from the numerous Universes which are material, there is
also the unlimited spiritual world, where the purified living entities live with perfect
conception about life and ultimate reality. With our planet being roughly 4.5 billion years
old, we are essentially infants in the cosmic realm. Our Universe is so rich and diverse
with ranges, dimensions and vibrational octaves that we have only begun to experience
life as intelligent beings.
You should know that there are layers upon layers of different realities and forms of
existence happening simultaneously all around us at this very moment. Our minds cannot
even begin to fathom the vast amount of possibilities that abound. In measurement, the
Cosmos are considered to be at least 93 billion light years in diameter. That means it
would take light traveling at 186,000 miles per second roughly 93 billion years to
traverse it. Typically, the diameter of a galaxy is about 30,000 light-years, and the
average distance between two neighboring galaxies is roughly 3 million light-years. In
comparison, our Milky Way Galaxy is about 100,000 light years in diameter, and our

nearest sister galaxy, the Andromeda Galaxy, is located nearly 2.5 million light years
away. There are probably more than 100 billion of these galaxies in the observable
Universe. The average galaxy ranges anywhere from ten million stars up to one trillion
stars. An overall calculation from these numbers would suggest there are around one
sextillion stars (that’s 21 zeros) in the observable Universe; although a 2003 study by
Australian National University astronomers resulted in a figure of 70 sextillion. But this
is only the “observable” Universe. Science has determined that not only is there a
Universe but a “Multiverse” meaning that ours is just one of countless unconnected
Universes all of which are just as vast and diverse as the next. The ramifications of this
are so far reaching, that we can’t even begin to understand just how minuscule our
perception of reality actually is. I’m just talking about the physical aspects on the 3rd
density but I’m not taking into consideration the fact that there are other dimensions, each
consisting of intricate and more elaborate forms of existence that we couldn’t possibly be
aware of. The adept truly knows that life and truth are not confined solely to this physical
realm and planet.
Metaphysically speaking, there are actually 12 possible dimensions (science believes
there are 11) each of which has 12 overtones. This means there are possibly 144 levels of
reality of which we are only on the higher octaves of the 3 rd level. How trivial we are to
think that ours is the only intelligent life form. This is entirely presumptuous on the part
of human beings. David Icke believes that the number of life forms in this galaxy alone is
beyond imagination and that if we judge the possibilities only by what we see on this one
little planet, in this one little solar system, our range of perception, imagination and
vision will be so microscopic, that an understanding of what is really happening would be
far too impossible to grasp. The truth is; the Cosmos encompasses the totality of
everything that exists, including all physical matter and energy, the planets, stars,
galaxies, and the contents of intergalactic space. Much of what we may consider to be
bizarre or too far-fetched for reality is actually truth disguised as fiction. Unfortunately,
our conditioning will not allow us to accept this information and so we’ve become cut-off
from this esoteric type of information. Over time, our sense of awareness has atrophied to
the point where we’ve become deadened to this form of understanding. It is only when
we begin to allow this type of information back into our consciousness that we are able to
jolt the memory codes imbedded within our DNA. I’m not just referring to the twostranded coding but rather the additional strands that we’re equipped with but have not
been able to utilize. These missing strands, once reactivated, enable us to tap into the
other 90% of our brains capacity. It’s there; we just have to utilize it in order for it to
become stimulated.
It takes a great deal of courage to entertain the notion that life as we know it is really just
a fraction of what is happening in the Universe. In order to fully embrace the wisdom of
these writings which requires a great deal of study and introspection, you must be openminded to the degree that all forms of prior conditioning becomes openly challenged thus
enabling you to reevaluate what you know about truth. You will come to find (just as I
did) that your truth is minuscule in terms of “Cosmic Truth” and the vast amount of
information that has been sequestered and hoarded by a select few in an effort to keep
you ignorant and unaware.

There are billions of stars, millions of planets and countless levels of reality which we’ve
never stopped to take notice of. Things are constantly occurring on different levels and
degrees to include the mental realm, the astral realm and the physical realm. The mental
realm alone expands as far as the imagination’s span. But even this realm has become
limited by what we perceive as possible or impossible. The astral realm reaches beyond
our scope of reality and as humans we have been reduced to a tangible world where we
believe only in what we can see with our physical eyes. And so our sight has become
near-sighted to say the least because it’s only based upon human experience. If our scope
of awareness is limited only to human experience on the physical realm, then we’re
completely ignorant to a panorama of circumstances that continually happen all around
us. We have become blinded for all intent and purposes. We have eyes but yet we do not
see and ears yet we do not hear. Only 10% of the Universe is physical or knowable while
the other 90% remains unseen. It is this 90% that actually governs controls and
determines what happens to the other 10%. And since the cosmos are indicative of the
human body with the Universe being the macrocosm and the human vehicle being the
microcosm, we are similar to the Universe in that our brains only utilize 10% of its
capacity; if that. Imagine what possibilities would abound to those of us that were better
able to access the far reaches of the invisible Universe and in so doing, tap into the
unchartered areas of the vacuum which we call “Mind.”
There is a far greater truth to be told by venturing into the unknown recesses of Mind. By
Mind I mean the “Cosmic Mind” which is the Universal brain. Within this brain lie all
the answers that we’ve been seeking but have not yet been able to acquire. Our failure to
obtain these precious gems of wisdom has been hindered by our inability to see beyond
what is presented to us. We’ve been taught only to believe in what can be experienced
through the five essential senses. Not to mention how we’ve become docile and
conditioned through various means of mental control. These avenues are masquerading as
truth in the form of organized religions, dogmas, doctrines, creeds and false and
unfounded beliefs being promulgated by adherents of clandestine activities.
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